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Taste Receptors are nutrient chemosensors beyond the tongue.
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Sweet Taste Receptor sensing:
Same machinery, different context
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STRs regulate plasma glucose homeostasis in response to “oral” glucose delivery
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T1R2 intestines have reduced rate of 3-OMG flux
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The role of the gut sweet taste receptor in regulating GLP-1, PYY, and CCK release in humans
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Inhibition of sweet chemosensory receptors alters insulin responses during glucose ingestion in healthy adults: a randomized crossover interventional study1,2
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Glucose transport in the small intestine

(G. Kellett, E. Brot-Laroche, Diabetes, 2005)
T1R2 mice have reduced rate of GLUT2 translocation in response to an ig glucose load

**Pearson's Correlation Coefficient**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WT</th>
<th>T1R2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Intestinal perfusion with sucralose potentiates GLUT2 translocation in rats.
Potential mechanisms for the reduced rate of GLUT2 translocation in T1R2 intestines

GLP1
Gut-expressed gustducin and taste receptors regulate secretion of glucagon-like peptide-1

GLP2
Rapid insertion of GLUT2 into the rat jejunal brush-border membrane promoted by glucagon-like peptide 2
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Insulin Internalizes GLUT2 in the Enteroocytes of Healthy but Not Insulin-Resistant Mice
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Stress and glucocorticoid inhibit apical GLUT2-trafficking and intestinal glucose absorption in rat small intestine
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Mechanism for the reduced rate of GLUT2 translocation in T1R2 intestine

**Insulin (µg/L)**
- WT
- T1R2

**Plasma GLP-1 (pM)**
- WT
- T1R2

**Corticostrone (ng/mL)**
- WT
- T1R2

**Acetaminophen (µg/mL)**
- WT
- T1R2

**Ex vivo Glucose flux**
- WT
- T1R2
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The GLP2 analogue, teduglutide, restores plasma glucose response during an igGTT in T1R2 mice

**IG.GTT**

![IG.GTT Diagram](image)

**3-OMG (+/- Ted)**

![3-OMG Diagram](image)
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Current working model

Pathways:
- GLP-1
- GLP-2
- Insulin

Low glucose → T1R2 → SGLT1 → GLUT2 → Blood → GLP-1 → insuline
High glucose → T1R3 → SGLT1 → GLUT2 → Blood → GLP-1 → insuline
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Is T1R2-mediated nutrient chemosensing relevant to the development of metabolic disease?
Functional adaptations of intestinal STRs in response to dietary sugars
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Overnight high sucrose diet (HSD) downregulates intestinal STR expression

High Sucrose Diet (60%)→16-hours→mRNA→STRs→Intestine
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GLUT2 Accumulation in Enterocyte Apical and Intracellular Membranes
A Study in Morbidly Obese Human Subjects and ob/ob and High Fat–Fed Mice
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Deletion of T1R2 decreases glucose excursions during an IG.GTT in Ob/Ob mice

[Graphs showing glucose levels and flux with annotations and significance levels indicated.]
Unanswered questions

Which type of cell(s) express STR? 
Where are they located?  
What are their characteristics? 
How they regulate gut biology?
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